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To sum up, then, the Standing Committee of the Catholic
Bishops feel that they are safe in stating that the Catholics of
Ireland would be prepared to accept any of the following
solutions :-(1) A University for Catholics ; (2) a new College
in the University of Dublin; (3) a new College in the Royal
University; but that on no account would they accept any
scheme of mixed education in Trinity College, Dublin.
There has not been very much public discussion of the

various manifestoes, but the views which have been
published show how difficult it is to arrive at a settlement
which will be generally satisfactory. It is argued that in
these days it would be impossible to obtain the support of
the nation to a proposal for a Catholic university,
and that, therefore, the question will be solved by
giving what will practically be a fourth Queen's
College, established in Dublin, and affiliated to the
Royal University. That institution, so far as it goes, has
the approval of the bishops. They are represented on its
Senate, their medical school is indirectly endowed by it,
Maynooth sends its theological students to it for Arts
degrves, and the bishops lhave in it a more than friendly
interest. In the case of Trinity the case is different.
"Trinity is not popular" is the bishops' phrase, and they
see many dangers which might follow the contact of
Catholics with the atmosphere which must still exist in
what is called a Protestant institution. Therefore it
seems likely that the Royal and pot Trinity will win in
this matter.
The truth is that Trinity has not moved quickly enough.

If it had been sufficiently alive and energetic it might
have won. But it has allowed years to slip by, content
with its sense of security, and apparently indifferent to the
force of the new life in Ireland. Even now the offer which
is made does not come from the official heads of the Col-
lege but from a section. People ask what do the senior
Fellows of the Board think. Are they in opposition, and
is this manifesto merely a despairing cry from a few " for-
wards," who hope by it to awake their somnolent brethren.
Undoubtedly Trinity College is in danger. Its Fellows
and professors see that there is a rival institution with
numerous colleges and thousands of students. If a new
College is established in Dublin, it is certain to be greatly
prejudicial to the Trinity Medical School. It will be an
institutioh elaborate in its equipment and its general
attractions in teaching and prizes, and beyond all ques-
tion it will be the great medical school of Ireland. It is
said that herein lies the desire of Trinity College. to absorb
the present Catholic Medical School in Cecilia Street, for
it sees disaster looming. If Trinity is wise it will state
what its official policy is. If that policy is broad-based,
generous, and national, in the sense of making her the true
mother of Irish education, the position may be saved. But
it will need saving.

EDINBURGH ROYAL INFIRMARY.
AT the weekly meeting of the managers on Monday,
August 6th, Dr. Logan Turner was appointed Surgeon to
the Ear and Throat Department. Mr. E. W. Dyer, M.B.,
Ch.B., was appointed Clinical Assistant to Dr. N. T.
Brewis's Wards for the period to September 30th.

HEALTH OF EDINBURGH.
The mortality in the City of Edinburgh in the week

ending Saturday, July 21st, was 60, equal to an annual
death-rate of 9.14 per 1,000. This is the lowest death-rate
ever recorded in, a single week in the health history of
Edinburgh. In the week ending Saturday, August 4th,
the death-rate was 10.36 per 1,000.

SEPTIC TANKS.
FouR years ago the Department of Public Health issued
a model set of by-laws for regulating the construction and
use of septic tanks, which conferred on any municipal
authority which chose to adopt them full powers of control
over the installation of septic tanks within its districts.
These model by-laws have now been adopted by most of
the municipalities in the metropolitan area not entirely

served by public sewers, and are generally administered.
by local authorities with firmness and discretion. In most
instances before granting approval for proposed installa-
tions they refer the plans to the medical officer of health
(Dr. W. G. Armstrong), and when this is done the site is
always inspeeted and the plans carefully examined before a
recommendation is made. At the end of 1905 there were 187
septic tanks withiin the metropolitan area, most of them
situated where population is not very dense and the
circumstances are unusually favourable. -Septic tanks\in
Sydney are of two kinds: in the one the effluent is dis-
charged into the water of the harbour, in the other it is
dealt with in another manner. In the former case control
of the quality of the effluent allowed to be discharged
comes within the jurisdiction of the Harbour Trust, which
requires that, except where there is deep-water frontage,
domestic sewage should be treated by septic tanks before
being allowed to discharge into the harbour. The use of
septic tanks in premises situated along the harbour
frontages is assisting materially in preventing pollution of
the harbour.

SYDNEY HOME FOR INCURABLES.
A public meeting was recently held under the chairman-

ship of His Excellency Sir Harry Rawson, the State
Governor, in the interests of the Sydney Home for
Incurables. This institution has hitherto been carried on
only in a small way in an old house, which has now been
condemned, and the Committee h*s been compelled to
appeal to the general public to assist it in securing larger
and more suitable premises. Sydney has lagged behind
very much in its provision for incurables, while the other
large cities of the Commonwealth have good provision for
this class of patient. A generous offer has just been made
by the Hon. Henry Moses, M.L.C. He has offered to sell
his large private residence and grounds, comprising some 42
acres of land, for a sum of £6,900, and has promised to return
half the purchase money as a contribution to this charity.
The property is situated at Ryde, on the Paramatta River,
and commands beautiful views. It is easy of access and
appears to be in every way a most desirable acquisition.
Mr. Hugh Dixson has offered to contribute a sum of £1,000
towards this object, so that there should not be any
difficulty in securing the necessary amount of money to
complete the purchase.

THE SANITARY CONDITION OF NARBERTH.
THE practice of appointing Poor-law medical officers as
medical officers of health in rural districts no doubt arose
in the first instance from the fact that the rural sanitary
authority or, as it is now styled, the rural district council,
is in many places identical with the Poor-law authority.
Although in a district of extended area it may be desirable
to have several Poor-law medical officers there is no
corresponding advantage in having a multiplicity of
medical officers of health. For many years past the
policy of the Local Government Board has been to advise
the employment of only one medical officer of health in
each sanitary area or the combination of several adjoining
districts in order that a specially qualified official might
be engaged who could devote his whole time- to the duties
of the office. The report of Dr. S. W. Wheaton to the
Local Government Board upon the sanitary circumstances
and administration of the Narberth Rural District in the
County of Pembroke reveals the disadvantages of the
divided system of administration. There are three
medical officers of health and two inspectors of
nuisances and the inspectors' districts are distinct
from those of the medical officers of health. Dr.
Wheaton observes that among the more important
functions of a medical officer of health must be reckoned
the guidance to the sanitary authority in mhatters affect-
ing the public health oi the district and the general
control and direction of the work of the inspectors of
nuisances. With three medical officers of health each
advising the authority concerning his own district, and
each dealing separately with one or more inspectors, a
broad view as to what is in the interests of the dis-
trict as a whole and uniformity in guidance of the
authority and in direction and control of the
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inspectors are seldom likely to be attained. Some of
the coaditions described in the report are not pleasant
reading. Pigs and cattle were frequently found standing
eip to their bellies in filth. Manurial filth was thrown
-on the ground around dwellings and seldom removed or
taken on the land; it accumulated until washed away by
-the rainfall into an adjoining brook. A certain quantity
-of milk is sent away from the district by train, but the
.cowsheds and dairies are neither registered nor inspected.
In many dairies the milk is exposed to contamination
-from manurial filth, and in many the water supply is un-
satisfactory and even dangerous. It is not surprising to
learn from data included in the report that the total cost
of the sanitary administration of the district appears to be
,equal to about one-third of a penny in the pound on the
rateable value of the district.

CARDIFF INFIRMARY.
The whole of the sixteen beds in the women's ward at

Cardiff Infirmary are maintained out of the fund raised
by 'the committee of Glamorgan ladies, headed by Lady
Aberdare, Mrs. Mackintosh of Mackintosh, and Miss Talbot
-of Margam. The fifth annual report of the committee
says:
We are very pleased to be able again to give a most satisfac-

tory account of the work. For the year ended December 31st,i190, 285 cases were treated, an increase of over 47. Six only
-of the beds are permanently endowed. The rest of the beds
were supported last year by the usual towns and persons, but
we much fear (say the committee) that Cardiff, from where
,come most of the patients, is likely to fail us in the future.
We can hardly believe that if this fact were realized an
.endeavour would not be made by the ladies of Cardiff to avert
what would be a serious loss to us and to the Infirmary and a
reflection upon the sincerity of their sympathy for their
suffering sisters,

The Marchioness of Bute has responded to the appeal
by subscribing 50 guineas, which will cover the cost of
the Cardiff bed for this year. The accounts for the year,
presented by Mr. Arthur Waldron, the honorary treasurer,
of Peterstone-super-Ely, show an income of £554 2s., and
a balance in hand on December 31st last of £52, but this
small balance is required to meet the cost of the up-keep
-of the ward.

WEST WALES ASYLUM.
At the quarterly meeting of the Committee of Visitors

-of the Joint Counties Asylum the annual report of the
Lunacy Commissioners, in which serious charges were made
in regard to the asylum, was received. The Commis-
sioners stated that they regretted to find upon their visit
this year that none of the important matters mentioned
at previous visits as requiring attention had been dealt
with, owing to the continuance of the dispute between the
-several local authorities concerned. In the meantime the
interests of the asylum suffered to a considerable extent.
They might point out as instances of this, the absence of
Any proper system for the disposal of sewage and the in-
-adequacy of laundry accommodation, necessitating the
washing and drying of clothes in the wards. This condi-
tion of things, added the Commissioners, is not a credit to
'the asylum. The Commissioners also wrote that accord-
ing to the estimated accommodation the asylum was
-overfull by 46 on the male side and by 6 on the female
side, with the result that some beds had to be made on the
floors. After discussion, during which the urgency of
-carrying out the improvements mentioned in the Com-
missioners' Report was admitted, a subcommittee was
appointed to inquire into the whole question and report to
the next quarterly meeting, or, if thought advisable, to a
ispecial committee to be convened by the chairman. Dr.
E. Goodall, medical superintendent, tendered his resigna-
tion, after eleven years' service, owing to his having been
appointed medical superintendent of the new asylum in
the city of Cardiff. Dr. Goodall's resignation was received
with regret, numerous references being made to the
excellent services rendered by Dr. Goodall during his stay
at Carmarthen.

TEHE University of Greifswald celebrated the fbur
hundred and fiftieth anniversary of its foundation on
August 3rd and 4th. Among the modern teachers who
have helped to make the old Pomeranian University~famous in the medical world may be mentioned Hueter,
7Niemeyer, Landois and von Bardeleben, Grawitz and
Loeffs

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE,
BERLIN.

Tuberculous Dispensaries.-Appendiciti8.-A Bath Tour.
DR. KAYSERLING, Secretary-General of the Berlin
"Bureaux for the Information and Assistance of the
Tuberculous Poor," has published an admirably detailed
report of the work done during the first nineteen moixths
of their existence; 15,646 persons made application to the
Bureau (3,033 men, 5,689 women, and 6,924 children). Each
case was examined at least twice, each tuberculous or
suspicious case at regular intervals of six or twelve
weeks. The old miserable story of family infection was
revealed again and again, and no less than 7,500 families
were kept under medical supervision. Among children
attending school, and apparently in fair health, were
numerous cases of well-established tuberculosis with
as yet undeveloped clinical symptoms, a state of
things the significance of which has hardly re-
ceived sufficient attention from public health autho-
rities. This is what the new Berlin organization
found in the course of their nineteen months' investiga-
tions; what they did towards bringing about a better
state of things in the future has been in the right, dirce-
tion, and as radical as the funds at their disposal per-
mitted; 1,099 cases were placed in lung sanatoriums,
1,014 in convalescent homes; On 'ieports submitted to
them by the Bureaux the Poor-law guardians co-operated
in assisting poor families to have a separate room, or at
least a separate bed, reserved for their tuberculous
members (362 beds were supplied gratis). Itegular house
visiting was done by ladies of the Committee. Far more
difficult to deal with than the family unit was the
unmarried tuberculous adult in lodgings. Many of these
had been obliged to flit again and again, having been
given notice to leave as soon as the disease was recog-
nized. Kayserling strongly advocates the establishment
of hygienic homes for working men and working women.
Surgeons and general clinicians are so widely at variance

as regards the treatment of appendicitis, and the questions
connected with it are so far-reaching and important, that
prominent members of both camps eagerly welcomed the
chance given them bywtNe Berliner medicinische Gesell-
schaft to ventilate the subject thoroughly. No less than
three entire meetings were given up to the discussion. By
desire of Secretary of State Count Posadowsky, Dr. Albu-
proposed the election of a special committee to make a
statistical inquiry on appendicitis. The proposal met
with general favour, and eight members of the meeting
were chosen to form the committee. Among the surgeons
who spoke were v. Bergmann, Israel, Krause, Rotter, Beck
(New York), Landau, and Olshausen, their opinions-based
in each case on a long series of operations-showing a
noticeable unanimity even on questions of detail. Thus
they all agreed that, though numerous cases of appendicitis
recover without operation, yet since it is impossible to
conclude from the symptoms whether the disease may
take a favourable or an unfavourable course, the best
prospect of saving the patient's life is ensured by
operation. In acute attacks the chance is greater the
earlier operation is performed; the first forty-eiglht hours
are considered early. After recov( ry from an attack
without operation there is danger of relapse, which occurs
in about 50 per cent. of all cases. The operation has the
best chance of success when performed during a period
of quiescence, and therefore patients should be advised to
submit to operation even after recovery without opera-
tion. As regards diagnosis, examination is more exact in
female than in male cases, though the experience
gathered in late years lhas made diagnosis in male cases
more certain than it used to be. It is most difficult in
the case of children, and therefore, when a child has
recovered from an attack without operation, there should
be no waiting for a second attack, but the operation
should be performed during a period of quiescence. That
these radical opinions could not and would not be shared
by the Berlin clinicians was to be expected, and many
and authoritative were the voices raised in favour of
exrpectant methods in many cases. a1 hus Neumann
pointed out that very early diagnosis and treatment of
slight attacks by complete rest in bed, and rendering the
appendix approxrimately motionless (ice and opium),


